The Promise Partnership is proud to have reached the Sustaining Gateway benchmark on StriveTogether’s Theory of Action, a continuum of quality benchmarks that guides partnerships around the country implementing cradle-to-career collective impact initiatives.

**COLLECTIVE IMPACT**

Works to transform the educational environment for Utah kids. Addresses systemic challenges, scales practices that work, and leverages its influence to create alignment and political will.

**SCHOOLS**

Community schools leverage student-centered partnerships to integrate wrap-around services, extended learning, and strong academic practices to systemically address the needs of students.

**COMMUNITIES**

Place-based partnerships combine community identity with impactful cross-sector partnerships to improve whole-community outcomes like health, housing, and financial stability.

**NETWORKS**

Outcome-focused networks utilize cross-sector partnerships to improve a specific, measurable outcome at a large geographic scale.

The Promise Partnership is a regional collective impact network that’s focused on ensuring every child in our community has equal access to the resources they need to thrive.

Works to create an educational environment where every child in Utah is prepared for college, career, and success in life.

**PROMISE PARTNERS INCLUDE**

- **6 SCHOOL DISTRICTS**
- **9 COMMUNITIES**
- **600+ BUSINESSES, PHILANTHROPISTS, AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS**
- **477,000 HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS**
- **600+ CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS (AGES 0-24 YEARS OLD)**

**PROMISE PARTNERSHIP DETAILS**

Leadership

Networks, Communities, and Schools
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Letter from The Promise Partnership Regional Council

Dear Friends,

Thanks for all you do to ensure that every child in Utah has the opportunity to succeed in school and life. As leaders of the Promise Partnership Regional Council (PPRC), we see firsthand how difficult this work is and how big an impact our collective efforts can have to create lasting social change.

The PPRC is a public-private partnership working to transform the educational environment for Utah kids. We’re passionate about achieving our goals that all children are:

- Ready for school
- Better in school
- Successful in life

Each year the PPRC publishes a “report card” of our progress. We focus on specific initiatives that increase the likelihood of a child reaching his or her potential, and each is highlighted in this report:

- Kindergarten Readiness
- 3rd Grade Reading
- 8th Grade Math
- Postsecondary Readiness/High School Completion
- Health
- Financial Stability

The PPRC provides leadership and guidance on these initiatives, and PPRC members have teamed up to drive progress on each outcome. But this report is really a reflection of a much broader body of work – work that’s been done by thousands of truly committed people in hundreds of organizations, six school districts, ten communities, countless schools, and dozens of government agencies and businesses that work in the Promise Partnership across our region.

The PPRC is honored and humbled to work with you. We’re committed to connecting partnerships working on the ground, to hear and act on concerns, and to leverage our influence to create both political will and alignment to overcome some of the most challenging issues we face as a community.

We thank you for what you do each day. And to those of you who believe, as we do, that the work we are working on the ground, to hear and act on concerns, and to leverage our influence to create both political will and alignment to overcome some of the most challenging issues we face as a community.

COLLECTIVE IMPACT APPROACH

“Hold the interest of entire populations, and get clear about what your number is...If you don’t want to take on population-level work, stop using the language of collective impact, stop using the language of scale, and say, ‘God love it, I just want to do good charity work.’ And there is nothing wrong with good charity work, but stop conflating the language...”

- Michael McAfee, President, PolicyLink

BEYOND TRADITIONAL COLLABORATION

Our goal is to transform the educational environment, and we know that a disparate and unorganized set of programs, initiatives, and focus areas won’t get us there. To transform whole communities, we must think beyond individual programs or services, see ourselves as a united system, and change our system to produce more equitable outcomes for children.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
COMMUNITY REPORT CARD

Our Progress

Our community must hold itself accountable for ensuring that every child graduates equipped for education beyond high school and is ready for a great career. We track these important outcomes to understand our progress, beginning in early childhood and including foundational components like health and financial stability that enable learning.

Our central concern is that large achievement gaps exist between low-income children, English language learners, children of color, and their peers. Eliminating these achievement gaps and achieving equity in education is our core purpose.

This table reflects data for each of the results on our Roadmap to Success since 2014, our baseline year. Since then, five of seven outcomes have improved.* It is important to note that because the scope and depth of our partnership has changed since the baseline year, the report card is not an evaluation of the past work of the partnership, but rather a reflection of the context we are working in today.

### BASELINE CURRENT YEAR CHANGE SINCE BASELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KINDEGGERTEN READINESS</th>
<th>58% Literacy / 70% Numeracy</th>
<th>61% Literacy / 70% Numeracy</th>
<th>3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Income Students</td>
<td>35% Literacy / 51% Numeracy</td>
<td>34% Literacy / 49% Numeracy</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Students</td>
<td>35% Literacy / 50% Numeracy</td>
<td>34% Literacy / 49% Numeracy</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Learner Students</td>
<td>26% Literacy / 40% Numeracy</td>
<td>26% Literacy / 40% Numeracy</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3RD GRADE READING PROFICIENCY</th>
<th>69%</th>
<th>72%</th>
<th>3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Income Students</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Students</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Learner Students</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8TH GRADE MATH PROFICIENCY</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>6%</th>
<th>1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Income Students</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Students</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Learner Students</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTSECONDARY PERFORMANCE (composite ACT score of 18+)</th>
<th>68%</th>
<th>63%</th>
<th>-5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Income Students</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Students</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Learner Students</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTSECONDARY COMPLETION</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>41%</th>
<th>1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake Community College</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber State University</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DATA DEFINITIONS

The Promise Partnership began in 2014 with only three districts, and by 2017, had expanded to six. While this development is a step forward for the well-being of kids, it presents a challenge in reporting data over time. Collective impact partnerships use population-level indicators (e.g., high school graduation rates) to track the success of an entire partnership. It is impossible to look at a figure at this scale and attribute an increase or decrease to a single partner, strategy, institution, or even sector. We call this a contribution mindset, not an attribution mindset. With this in mind, we have chosen to update our baseline data to include data from all six districts, not just the original three. This is what it means to hold shared accountability for outcomes.

### KINDERGARTEN READINESS

% with sufficient prerequisite knowledge and skills in literacy and numeracy to succeed in kindergarten

Utah State Board of Education. Kindergarten Entry and Exit Profile (KEEP). Data reflect entry scores for the 2017-2018 school year. Prior to the 2017-2018 school year, Utah did not have a universal kindergarten readiness assessment; instead, each district held its own. Thus, there are no comparable baseline data for kindergarten readiness.

### 3RD GRADE READING

% proficient in reading by end of 3rd grade


### 8TH GRADE MATH

% proficient in math by end of 8th grade


### HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

% high school students graduating in four years

Utah State Board of Education. Four-Year Cohort Graduation Rates. Baseline reflects 2013-2014 and current year reflects 2016-2017. Due to a data reporting issue in one district, the low-income graduation rate in school year 2013-2014 is underreported.

### POSTSECONDARY PERFORMANCE

% graduating seniors with a composite ACT score of 18 or higher

Utah State Board of Education. ACT Composite Score of 18 or Higher. Baseline reflects 2013-2014 and current year reflects 2016-2017. Utah made the ACT mandatory for all high school juniors in 2014-2015, which may impact comparability over time. A student scoring 18 will get accepted into open-access colleges, but they may still need remediation.

### POSTSECONDARY COMPLETION

% of college students graduating within 150% of length of program

U.S. Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics. Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) compares institutions and IPEDS summary tables. Baseline reflects 2012-2013 and current year reflects 2015-2016. Reflects the percentage of first-time, full-time students who graduate within 150% of the published time for the program (six years for a four-year baccalaureate degree and three years for an associate degree). This is a nationally accepted measure recommended by the National Center for Education Statistics. Institutions may adjust rates to account for time off for military service, LDS missions, and other situations.

### HEALTH

% of adults who rate their own health as good, very good, or excellent

Utah Department of Health. Health Indicator Database System for Public Health. Health indicator report for fair/poor health. Age-adjusted rates. Baseline year reflects 2012, and current year reflects 2016. Adults from Davis, Salt Lake, Summit, and Weber (which also includes Morgan) counties. Self-rated health questions are a common survey technique in health research and have been proven to be both valid and reliable in terms of measuring overall health.

### FINANCIAL STABILITY

% of students changing schools mid-year

Utah State Board of Education. School mobility rate, all grades. Baseline reflects 2013-2014 and current year reflects 2016-2017. Students change schools for many reasons, including planned, positive reasons; however, unplanned, negative reasons for changing schools - such as housing instability - often have detrimental effects on student performance. Though school mobility rates do not differentiate the two, it can be presumed that the relative share of planned and unplanned moves is constant over time.
Transforming the educational environment at scale will take many years. While there is still work to do to see significant gains, our work together over the last several years has demonstrated that we can succeed. Where we have the deepest partnerships, data about what works, and a commitment to addressing system barriers, we are making progress. This deepens our confidence that we can help every child achieve their potential.

STUDENTS WHO ARE PROFICIENT IN READING IN 3RD GRADE
are more likely to graduate from high school.14

STUDENTS WHO ARE PROFICIENT IN MATH IN 8TH GRADE
are more likely to complete college and be prepared for the workforce.15

Children with Sufficient Knowledge and Skills to Succeed in Kindergarten*
are more likely to have a foundation that supports future learning and health.13

FINANCIALLY STABLE FAMILIES
have the resources needed to ensure children’s learning isn’t disrupted by things like hunger or frequent moves.

HEALTH
is important for children, so they don’t miss school and are ready to learn when in school, and for parents, because parents’ health status, insurance, and behaviors influence their children.17

STUDENTS WHO GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL
are less likely to experience poverty, receive public assistance, or become involved in the criminal justice system.14

ADULTS WHO EARN CERTIFICATES OR DEGREES
are more likely to be financially stable, live longer, healthier lives, and be more civically engaged.16

College Students Enrolled in a USHE Institution
Graduating within 150% of Length of Program

Due to space constraints, charts throughout the report lackThumb labels to allow a clear examination of year differences and changes over time.
KINDERMANN READINESS

All Children Enter Kindergarten Ready to Learn

Kindergarten Readiness Matters

Kindergarten-ready children are more likely to have academic success, attain higher levels of education, and secure jobs. Research also shows that entering school ready to learn can improve a low-income child’s chances of financial stability enough to reach the middle class as an adult.\(^\text{17}\)

Focusing on the early years is the most impactful and cost-effective thing we can do to break the cycle of poverty for tens of thousands of young children in the Promise Partnership region.

51,000
low-income children ages five and under live in the Promise Partnership region\(^\text{18}\)

90%
of a child’s brain capacity develops before age five\(^\text{19}\)

34%
of young Utah children are not read to enough at home\(^\text{20}\)

Contributeing Factors

To improve kindergarten readiness, we also must measure gains in the following factors that influence readiness:

Support for Preschool
81%
of Utah adults agree that quality early childhood education increases success in school and later in life\(^\text{21}\)

Preschool Attendance
45%
of three and four-year-olds in the Promise Partnership region attend preschool\(^\text{22}\)

Early Childhood Development
68%
of zero to five-year-olds in the Promise Partnership region are developmentally on track\(^\text{23}\)

BRIGHT SPOT - Gains in Developmental Health

With a shared goal to improve the health of Utah’s youngest children and a federal grant administered by the Utah Department of Health, partnerships in Ogden, San Juan County, and South Salt Lake are working to increase the number of children who receive developmental screenings. Screenings are the first step to intervening if a child has a developmental or health issue that needs to be addressed. When an issue or problem is identified at an early age, it is much easier to intervene successfully.

The partnerships are now implementing various strategies unique to their communities. Some of these include: home visits, promoting helpful connection resources like Help Me Grow Utah and 2-1-1, infusing screening promotion into family-friendly events and institutions, and creating parent ambassadors to carry the message about the importance of screenings and early brain development.

Early successes are promising: screening is up 133% in the three communities since the partnerships began in 2017, and the teams are learning from their continuous improvement efforts to scale strategies that achieve the best results in improving developmental health.\(^\text{24}\)

OUTCOMES AT SCALE

Children with sufficient knowledge and skills to succeed in kindergarten

Utah’s universal and comparable Kindergarten Entry and Exit Profile (KEEP) replaced uncomparable, district-specific kindergarten readiness assessments at the beginning of the 2017-2018 school year. The KEEP was developed at the urging of the PPRC and is an exciting step forward in building shared understanding and accountability for the school readiness of young children in the Promise Partnership region. Baseline data show wide disparities in outcomes based on income, race, and language spoken at home.

ACCELERATING RESULTS

In the coming year, kindergarten readiness partnerships will be working to create a shared understanding of how to foster healthy brain development in young children, much like public health campaigns that have successfully changed societal practices around seatbelt use. A small group of local partners co-applied and have been selected to participate in a learning network supported by StriveTogether and the National Institute for Children’s Health Quality. The network will help accelerate results for young children from birth to age three, and the partners will share and spread the practices they identify as most successful to other areas in the Promise Partnership region. This work is being funded by Pritzker’s Children Initiative. Partners are also focusing on ensuring we have better data to help us understand which early childhood programs are most effective at preparing children to be successful in school.

“We are making great strides in helping more Utah children enter kindergarten ready for school, which we know improves their likelihood of academic and career success throughout life. It is far more cost effective to invest in helping children start ahead than it is to help them catch up. With that in mind, we can ensure all children get the best start possible in life by investing in high-quality preschool programs and early childhood networks.”

- Dr. Ruth Watkins, PPRC member, champion of Kindergarten Readiness Initiative, Team, and President, University of Utah
3RD GRADE READING MATTERS
All Children Read on Grade Level by 3rd Grade

3rd Grade Reading Matters

Until third grade, children learn how to read. In third grade, a critical shift happens and students begin to read to learn. If students are still struggling with the basics of reading at this point, they are more likely to fall rapidly behind in school, and the odds of catching up are low.

26% of children who cannot read proficiently and are poor for at least one year fail to graduate high school, more than six times the rate for proficient readers.

2 MONTHS’ WORTH the average amount of reading skills elementary students lose over the summer.

Contributing Factors

To improve third grade reading, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence reading proficiency:

First Grade Reading Proficiency
66% of first graders in the Promise Partnership region are proficient in reading.

Second Grade Reading Proficiency
68% of second graders in the Promise Partnership region are proficient in reading.

Chronic Absence
14% of kindergarteners in the Promise Partnership region are chronically absent.

ACCELERATING RESULTS
Dr. Lexi Cunningham, Superintendent of Salt Lake City School District and leader of the Promise Partnership Regional Council’s 3rd Grade Reading Initiative Team, articulates a vision for improving this outcome: “We’ve seen third grade reading proficiency drop in many places across our region and state this last year. Rather than feel deflated, we are re-energized to double down on state and district systems change, classroom strategies, and out-of-school reinforcements that together can help ensure that all our students are reading on track in elementary school.”

...We are re-energized to double down on state and district systems change, classroom strategies, and out-of-school reinforcements that together can help ensure that all our students are reading on track in elementary school."

- Dr. Lexi Cunningham, PPRC member, champion of 3rd Grade Reading Initiative Team, and Superintendent of Salt Lake City School District
8TH GRADE MATH
All Children are Proficient in Math by 8th Grade

8th Grade Math Matters
Students’ mathematics performance in the middle grades influences high school and college course options and life opportunities. Students who are on target with grade-level standards at the end of grade eight are well positioned to participate in secondary math courses. Students that start high school with higher-level math courses have greater access to college entry and higher rates of graduation and are more likely to have higher incomes than students starting high school with lower-level math courses.

Students who finish a course beyond Algebra II are 2x more likely to complete a bachelor’s degree.

15% of the national computing workforce is represented by African American and Latino workers, though they make up 29 percent of the general workforce.

Low-income students are 2.7x less likely to be proficient in eighth grade math than their higher-income peers.

Contributing Factors
To improve eighth grade math, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence math proficiency:

6th Grade Math Proficiency
38% of sixth graders in the Promise Partnership region are proficient in math.

Chronic Absence
11% of sixth through eighth grade students in the Promise Partnership region are chronically absent.

BRIGHT SPOT - Impressive Gains in Math
In 2014, only 8 percent of eighth graders at Granite Park Jr. High (GPJH) were proficient in math. By 2017, 14.5 percent were meeting grade level math standards – an 81 percent improvement in just three years. GPJH has the highest proficiency growth in Granite School District, and Principal Aaron Wilson points to several key strategies led to these impressive gains:

→ School culture: School leadership has created a culture of high expectations and is the only National Demonstration School Site for AVID in the state. Every student has a caring advisor teacher they see each day, which helps create a safe, welcoming atmosphere for all students.

→ Excellent teachers and teaching practice: Granite Park’s committed teachers focus on the core, build their capacity to teach in instructionally sound ways, and help students measure and understand their own success.

→ Community partnerships: Granite Park is a Promise Partnership community school, which means it intentionally weave together academics, afterschool programming, and basic needs support to holistically support students’ stability and learning.

→ Incentivizing good behavior: Students are rewarded for exemplary behavior, grades, and attendance through weekly student highlights, quarterly recognition assemblies, and other activities.

ACCELERATING RESULTS
Across the region, partnerships are bringing a continuous improvement mindset to eighth grade math. In Park City, a task force is working to deliver on the district’s fifth through eighth grade math objectives. In the coming year, the group will be testing strategies to increase eighth grade math proficiency and identifying the most scalable practices. In Kearns, a cross-sector math partnership is allowing teachers across consecutive grades to align math curriculum and in-classroom practices to ensure consistency as students move up.

“As a business leader, I can attest to the importance of math skills for success in Utah’s high-demand careers. That’s why I’m deeply involved in an exciting partnership to help make sure every single one of our eighth graders have the math skills they need to secure living-wage jobs after school.”

→Mark Miller, PPRC member, champion of 8th Grade Math Initiative Team, and Founder of The Mark and Kathleen Miller Foundation

OUTCOMES AT SCALE
Students Proficient in Math by the End of 8th Grade

1 of 3 Disparities Closing
POSTSECONDARY READINESS

All Students Graduate High School Ready for College or Careers

Postsecondary Readiness Matters
Graduating high school is foundational for economic and social success, but in today’s economy, most living-wage jobs require education and training beyond high school. It is imperative that every student graduates high school with the knowledge and skills they need to succeed in their chosen postsecondary path.

62% of graduating Utah seniors are not ready for college math®
64% of Utah jobs will require some form of postsecondary degree or credential by 2020®

Contributing Factors
To improve postsecondary readiness, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence readiness:

ACT Scores
63% of high school seniors in the Promise Partnership region meet the minimum for college readiness with a composite score of 18+ on the ACT™

Financial Aid
55% of Utah students do not complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)—the worst rate in the nation—important for accessing many scholarships and financial aid opportunities™

College Enrollment
45% of students in the Promise Partnership region are enrolled in college within one year of high school completion™

BRIGHT SPOT - Salt Lake City Educational Alliance (formerly A Capital City Education) Focuses on Equity in Postsecondary Readiness
Salt Lake City School District, Salt Lake Education Foundation, University of Utah/University Neighborhood Partners, Salt Lake Community College, SLC Mayor’s Office, and Salt Lake City Public Library have worked together for over fifteen years to increase equity in education outcomes and increase education opportunities on Salt Lake City’s west side.

Throughout a broad range of partnerships—including local community, education, government, and financial and industry partners—they have focused on neighborhood-based community learning centers and resources, cradle-to-career education pathways, and parent leadership and engagement. Between 2002 and 2016, enrollment of west side residents at Salt Lake Community College increased 97 percent and at the University of Utah increased 240 percent. The number of west side Latino students enrolled at the U of U jumped over 900 percent in that time. Between 2012 and 2016, Salt Lake City School District high school graduation rates for west side students increased from 59 percent to 70 percent.

The Promise Partnership is excited to begin working more closely with the Salt Lake City Education Alliance to share best practices across the Promise Partnership region and spread the tremendous work the Alliance has done to improve postsecondary readiness and access.

ACCELERATING RESULTS
Throughout the Promise Partnership, new innovations are being tested to improve high school completion and postsecondary readiness. Canyons School District, for instance, has implemented the Link Crew program to better assist students transitioning to Hillcrest High School with the goals of increasing attendance, reducing suspensions, and reducing D and F grades among ninth graders—all important drivers of on time graduation. More systemically, partnerships are working on strategies to ensure more high school students graduate with the math courses they need to be successful in college, to equip counselors to guide students in college and career decisions, and to educate parents on the myriad options available to increase their children’s chances of succeeding in postsecondary education.

“THERE IS WIDESPREAD RECOGNITION IN OUR STATE THAT INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, AND OUR LOCAL ECONOMY BENEFIT WHEN GRADUATES ARE PREPARED FOR COLLEGE AND CAREERS. IT WILL TAKE LEADERSHIP FROM MANY SECTORS TO FULFILL THE ALIGNED EDUCATION GOALS OF THE PROMISE PARTNERSHIP, THE GOVERNOR’S EDUCATION EXCELLENCE COMMISSION, AND THE MANY OTHERS WHO ARE WORKING TO ENSURE THAT EVERY UTAH CHILD LEAVES OUR K-12 SYSTEM EQUALLY EQUIPPED FOR LIFE SUCCESS.”

-Natalie Gochnour, PPRC member, champion of Postsecondary Readiness Initiative Team, and Associate Dean of the David Eccles School of Business, University of Utah

OUTCOMES AT SCALE
Students Graduating High School in Four Years®

3 of 3 Disparities Closing*
POSTSECONDARY COMPLETION

All Adults Complete a Degree or Certificate

Postsecondary Completion Matters

Adults who earn a postsecondary credential or degree are more likely to experience social and economic stability throughout their lifetimes. Children of parents with degrees beyond high school do better in school and are more likely themselves to attend college or postsecondary training. Postsecondary success can help break the cycle of poverty.

27% of Utah adults have some college, but no degree, the second highest rate in the nation\(^1\)

$900,000, the average difference in median lifetime earnings between male college graduates and high school graduates\(^2\)

24% the share of women in Utah’s STEM workforce, the worst in the nation\(^3\)

 Contributing Factors

To improve postsecondary completion, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence completion:

Returning Students

52% 60% 89%

of full-time, first-year students return for their second year at Salt Lake Community College, Weber State University, and the University of Utah, respectively\(^4\)

One-Year Certificate Program Enrollment

35%

of Davis Technical College and Ogden-Weber Technical College students are enrolled in certificate programs that are one year or less in duration, a program length correlated with much higher completion rates than longer programs\(^5\)

Full Course Load

8% 20% 31%

of students at Salt Lake Community College, Weber State University, and the University of Utah take a full course load of at least 30 credits over the academic year, which is highly correlated with on-time completion\(^6\)

BRIGHT SPOT - A Promise to Make College a Reality

Salt Lake Community College (SLCC) made a bold promise in 2016: to make higher education accessible to anyone who desires it. SLCC Promise is the college’s commitment to help pay tuition and fees for full-time students after they exhaust federal grants.

As of March 2018, SLCC Promise had awarded a total of $1.5 million to nearly 1,200 students—many from partner communities. SLCC produces many first-generation college graduates, and for these students, a two-year degree from SLCC will often lead to a four-year degree at another institution. SLCC Promise is fast becoming a critical piece of the college completion puzzle in the Promise Partnership region by removing financial barriers and offering completion support for any Utah student looking to pursue higher education.

ACCELERATING RESULTS

There are many things that can prevent a student from attending and completing postsecondary education. Utah’s higher education institutions, businesses, and many partnerships are working to mitigate the impact of system barriers in the short term and eliminate them over the long term. The PPRC Postsecondary Completion Initiative Team, which has strong business sector leadership, is developing a fund to provide small scholarships to students close to finishing their degree but at very high risk for dropping out due to financial difficulties. Higher education institutions, government, and businesses are also aligning more intentionally to do things like jointly develop relevant internship opportunities and design curriculum that is more reflective of the skills and knowledge high-demand sectors need in their workforce.

\(^{1,2}\)Source: National Center for Education Statistics

\(^{3}\)Source: Institute for Women’s Policy Research

\(^{4}\)Source: Utah Board of Regents

\(^{5}\)Source: Utah Board of Regents, 2017

\(^{6}\)Source: University of Utah Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness
HEALTH

All Adults and Children are Healthy

Health Matters

Children have difficulty learning when they have chronic toothaches, can’t see the board, or are dealing with the effects of trauma. Physical inactivity and lack of access to healthy foods also impact academic achievement. It is more difficult for parents to support their child’s learning when they themselves aren’t in good health. Sufficient, accessible, and affordable physical, mental, and dental care, available to all ages regardless of income level or work status, is an investment in the education of Utah children.

Latino Utah children are:

- 3 times more likely to be uninsured than white, non-Latino children
- 12% of adults experienced four or more types of trauma in their childhood, which doubles the risk of heart disease and cancer and increases the likelihood of abusing alcohol by 700 percent and the risk of attempted suicide by 1,200 percent
- 183,000 Utah children have one or more emotional, behavioral, or developmental condition

Contributing Factors

To improve health, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence health:

Health Insurance

- 17% of all adults and children, respectively, in the Promise Partnership region who do not have health insurance
- 9% of Utah children and teens

Physical Activity

- 45% of Utah youth with major depression have not received any mental health treatment

Mental Healthcare Access

To improve health, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence health:

ACCELERATING RESULTS

In the coming year, Promise Partners are amplifying efforts to increase access to care by getting families connected to health insurance.

“In a state with one of the best healthcare systems in nation, it’s lamentable that unmet health needs prevent any child or adult reaching their full potential. Improving health can't be achieved by the healthcare sector alone. All elements of our community must come together to assist struggling Utah families and individuals obtain affordable healthcare. Aligning the efforts of so many charitable organizations and government agencies can seem difficult at times, but it is the only way we can create an accessible healthcare system for all Utahns.”

-Greg Bell, PPRC member, champion of Health Initiative Team, and President/CEO of Utah Hospital Association

BRIGHT SPOT - Reducing Health Disparities in Park City

In Park City, residents and leaders alike are concerned with growing inequality between the city’s predominately white, higher-income residents and its lower-income, mostly Latino residents. Health disparities are particularly stark - seven percent of the city’s white population is uninsured compared to fifty-three percent of the Latino population.

To address this, the Park City Promise Advocates Health Task Force developed the Health Connector Tool and distributed it at community events, through parent outreach workers in schools, and on the district’s website. Available in English and Spanish, the questionnaire asks parents if they’d like someone to reach out to help them connect to health care. To date, 570 mostly Latino parents have completed it, and all have been connected to health workers who help them navigate insurance, health home, and care options for their families.
FINANCIAL STABILITY

All Adults and Children are Financially Stable

Financial Stability Matters

Children will only achieve their full learning potential when they are part of safe, connected communities and when their households can provide adequate nutrition, housing, transportation, and quality time with caring adults. Poverty, particularly intergenerational poverty—when two or more successive generations of a family continue in the cycle of poverty—makes it far more difficult for families to achieve stability required for children’s academic success.

70% of children born into low-income households remain low-income as adults.

16% of children experience food insecurity in Utah, impacting their ability to learn.

3.6 times more likely to be poor than their white, non-Latino peers.

Minority children in the Promise Partnership region are

Contributing Factors

To improve financial stability, we also must measure changes in the following factors that influence stability:

Low-Income Children

34% of children in the Promise Partnership region are low-income.

Intergenerational Poverty

55,300 adults and children experience intergenerational poverty in the Promise Partnership region.

Adult Educational Attainment

33% of adults ages 25 and over in the Promise Partnership region lack education beyond high school.

BRIGHT SPOT - Gains for Students Experiencing Intergenerational Poverty

Utah receives national recognition for its commitment to reducing intergenerational poverty (IGP). The Utah Intergenerational Welfare Reform Commission spearheads this work, and it provides a focal point for coordinating the efforts of many Promise Partners. Much of the work is occurring in schools with high rates of students experiencing IGP and around important system changes designed to create more opportunity for students and their families.

These efforts are paying off. Work to increase the accessibility of Optional Extended Day Kindergarten has resulted in a four percentage point increase in IGP students attending full-day kindergarten. The impact of intentional efforts to enroll students experiencing IGP in afterschool programs and to provide those students with basic needs support is beginning to show. Gains in third grade reading proficiency and eighth grade math proficiency for students experiencing IGP are outpacing gains for non-IGP students statewide. The high school graduation rate for these students is also up significantly—13 percentage points from 2013 to 2016.

ACCELERATING RESULTS

Children’s stability is tied to their parents’ stability, so a focus on addressing the systemic barriers to income and wealth through workforce development, affordable housing, adult educational attainment, transportation access, income supports, financial literacy, and asset building practices and policies is critical. In 2018, the Promise Partnership is launching a financial stability network to bring cross-sector focus and energy to address these barriers and further align work focused on reducing intergenerational poverty and improving financial stability for all families in our region.

“Utah policymakers, business leaders, and community leaders are establishing plans to help improve educational outcomes for Utah children and their parents. The outcomes contained in those plans cannot be achieved if the needs of the state’s most vulnerable students are not understood and addressed.”

- Dr. Sydnee Dickson, PPRC member, State Superintendent of Public Instruction at Utah State Board of Education
WHAT YOU CAN DO?

Achieving success for all children in our communities requires diverse talent, resources, and connections. Whether you are part of a school system, religious organization, business, public or nonprofit organization, or simply an individual who believes we can do better to help provide opportunities to students and their families, we need you.

ADVOCATE:
Sign up to receive legislative action alerts and invitations to public policy efforts on topics that are important for education, health, family financial stability, and other issues that affect families in our region. uw.org/get-involved/advocate
You can be a voice for change.

VOLUNTEER:
Get involved in a partnership by emailing partnership@uw.org. Or, commit yourself or your organization to eight hours a month and volunteer in schools that need support. Promise Partners provide numerous volunteer opportunities through United Way of Salt Lake that range from adopting a classroom and mock interviews with high school students to ongoing tutoring and mentoring. Volunteer as an individual, or commit your company to crucial service opportunities. uw.org/get-involved/volunteer

BECOME A COMMUNITY LEADER:
Your voice and your leadership are important for transforming our communities. Talk to other family members, friends, colleagues, and your faith communities about the importance of early childhood education. Volunteer at your local school and participate in your Parent Teacher Association or school council. Join the grassroots community members who are making their community a better place for all of us: grassroots@uw.org

GIVE:
Commit to directing your philanthropic dollars to organizations that measure impact, work in a Promise Partner community, and are truly making an impact on the lives of children and families. uw.org/donate
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The Promise Partnership works toward results in three types of aligned partnerships: Networks, Partner Communities, and Park Schools and Neighborhood Centers.

Networks
Networks involve cross-sector partners working together to improve a specific, measurable outcome. Networks vary in size, geographic coverage, and maturity. Across the Promise Partnership, there are one or more networks for each of the following outcomes:

- Kindergarten Readiness
- 3rd Grade/Elementary Reading
- 8th Grade Math
- High School Graduation and Postsecondary Readiness
- Postsecondary Completion
- Health
- Financial Stability
- Chronic Absence

Partner Communities
Place-based partnerships engage local municipalities and community service resources to achieve specific results for the entire community such as improved health and financial stability. Partner communities include: Bountiful, Clearfield, Kearns, Midvale, Millcreek, Ogden, Park City, Salt Lake City, and South Salt Lake.

Partner Schools and Neighborhood Centers
Partner schools and neighborhood centers leverage student-centered partnerships to integrate wraparound services and strong academic practices in the places where families are already connected. In communities across the Promise Partnership, there are forty-three partner and community schools and seven neighborhood centers.

Data Sources:
If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.

- African Proverb

This report reflects the work of thousands of people and hundreds of organizations. United Way of Salt Lake broadly supports the collective work of the Promise Partnership as a backbone organization.